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In this collection of short stories, New York Times best-selling author Jack Campbell explores
what kinds of problems mankind might face as our horizons expand."Lady Be Good": The Lady
Be Good is an old ship, running obscure routes with her loyal first officer Kilcannon and reclusive
captain. When Kilcannon decides to rescue the survivors of an attack on a Vestral Company
ship, a mysterious new passenger thanks him by asking difficult questions about the Lady, with
unexpected answers.In "Kyrie Eleison," the Verio, shipwrecked centuries ago on an out-of-the-
way planet, and the descendants of the ship's survivors have gotten along as well as they can by
following the orders that were passed on to them. But when the Bellegrange arrives on a rescue
mission, her captain will have to reckon with the unexpected social order on the planet.In "Do No
Harm," a ship is so technologically advanced that it can repair itself - but turning over the keys
might not be the best idea. And in "Down the Rabbit Hole," a series of failed attempts at faster-
than-light travel leads to a novel approach: sending an untested naval captain out in a space
ship to see if he can figure out what's gone wrong.

"If I could make a wish and have the right kind of book materialize, this would be it. Thanks to this
book, there is finally a guide worth suggesting that is incredibly valuable and ... essential to
understanding the world that is social ballroom dancing." - R Strickland (Award-Winning Dance
Instructor), quoted in Beginning BallroomFrom the Back CoverHere it is! The book You've been
looking for!Beginning Ballroom: Why's, Do's, Don'ts, and Shoes is the user manual for all those
who want to get the most out of their ballroom dance lessons. Whether You're curious about the
ballroom culture, the history of the dances, how to practice, how competitions work, or just what
all this talk of rhythm and smooth is all about, Beginning Ballroom explains it all without teaching
a single step. If You're a ballroom student of any level, Beginning Ballroom is required reading!
About the AuthorMatt Barber first encountered ballroom dancing as choreographed routines
onstage for musicals and began ballroom lessons in high school. At eighteen, Matt started
training to be an instructor with National Dance Clubs as a side job in college; he went on to
teach in the independent world, for Arthur Murray International, and for Fred Astaire Dance
Studios. At the same time, Matt graduated from the American Musical and Dramatic Academy in
Manhattan and acquired an SB from Fordham University, his MS, and his business and
leadership training from Notre Dame's Mendoza College of Business.Read more
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Lisa Wilson, “good. good”

Arthur W Jordin, “Short Works. Ad Astra (2013) is a SF collection. This volume contains eleven
stories by John Hemry under his pseudonym of Jack Campbell. - "Lady Be Good" (Analog,
2006) rescues a few crewmen from a pirated starship. - "As You Know, Bob" (Analog, 2007)
concerns a story for an editor who wants more. - "Do No Harm" (Analog, 2007) builds a
spaceship with autonomous systems like the human body. - "Down the Rabbit Hole" (Analog,
2001) assigns a systems officer to fly the seventh FTL ship. - "Generation Gap" (Analog, 2002)
confronts a generation ship with a stable society with a typically chaotic planet. - "Kyrie
Eleison" (Analog, 2006) brings a starship to a failing colony ruled by officers who revise the
survival manual. - "Odysseus" (Analog, 1999) puts a starship out of U-Space near an ancient
derelict. - "One Small Spin" (Analog, 1994) modifies the news of ROVER landing on Mars to
sound more positive. - "Section Seven" (Analog, 2003) delivers a Federation agent to Valentia to
eliminate attempts to change standards. - "Standards of Success" (Analog, 2005) requires
astronauts on Mars to accommodate instructions from Earth. - "The Bookseller of
Bastet" (Analog, 2008) relates the fate of a bookstore owner on a warring planet.These tales
cover a wide range of strange circumstances. Each has an introduction telling of the origins of
these stories. Unfortunately, most deal with typical human errors, but some overcome these
problems.The most satisfactory story in this collection is probably "Eyrie Eleison". "Lady Be
Good" is more typical of the author's novels. "The Bookseller of Bastet" is more typical of the
current sociological situation.The next installment in this sequence has not yet been announced
on Amazon.  However, a new Lost Stars novel -- 
  
Shattered Spear

  
  
-- is coming in a few months..Recommended for Campbell -- and Hemry -- fans and for
anyone else who enjoys tales of human frailties, system errors, and offbeat situations. Read and
enjoy!-Arthur W. Jordin”



Jack Gardner, “Thoughtful Twists & Insights. Clever, old school type science fiction. And each
story with something to ponder.”

Happy Reader, “Not a stinker in the bunch!. I started reading Jack Campbell's "Lost Fleet" series
and fell in love with his style and approach to story telling. No gratuitous love scenes or
characters who can't make their point without swearing every other word. I found that very
refreshing. Just honest, intelligent characters involved in exciting, action-filled, well-paced
adventure that kept me coming back for each new volume in the series. Each of the stories in
"Ad Astra" is just as engaging, thoughtful and still entertaining without wasted words or feeling
pushy or preachy in making their philosophical or moral points. A thoroughly fun read that is
entertaining while at the same time thought-provoking in its quiet, Jack Campbell way. Highly
recommended to anyone who loves well-crafted story telling without any filler! (I can't even read
Stephen King anymore. I get impatient constantly waiting for him to get to the point! No such
worries when you're holding a Jack Campbell story in your hands.)”

anthony b., “Worth the price. A good short story collection that surpasses campbells borrowed
time omnibus (although perhaps not his swords and Saddles pens). The characters and stories
are as vivid as some of his full-length novels.The story kyrie Elise on is particularly fascinating
with a depiction of a cargo cult that could rival mad max: beyond the thunderdome in some
aspects.A must read for Campbell fans”

Brenton Forrest, “Great Short Stories. A collection of short stories from the author of the Lost
Fleet, Beyond the Frontier and JAG in Space series. I wanted to get Ad Astra because I am a
fan of the author, and it did not disappoint. Try reading the short stories regarding the
exploration of Mars by a NASA more used to exploring anything with robots. Ah, the spin! Well
worth the read, and I recommend this to any of John G Hemry / Jack Campbell's fans!”

Earl Peterson, “Clever and thought provoking. Each story is well written and gets one thinking.
Though the genre is sci-fi, some of the stories really seem set in the present. The nice thing
about this collection is that one can put it down between stories, come back later, and start a
new one without having to remember what just happened in the book.”

Alex Samaras, “Great little collection of sci-fi shorts. This is a great little collection of sci-fi stories
that make you feel like you are really the old school sci-fi shorts of the likes of Clarke or Asimov.
Some humorous, some thought-provoking, some rather deep. Before each story, there is also a
brief explanation about where the story first appeared and the inspiration for the story. These
little insights are pretty neat as well.If you've read things like Arthur C. Clarke's short story
collections or Isaac Asimov's Robot short stories, and you enjoyed them in their various forms
and styles, you'll probably enjoy this. :)”



JPS, “Strong collection of short stories. This is a strong collection of eleven remarkable short
and mostly different stories published by Jack Campbell between 1997 and 2008. Some are
satires, such as the sharp criticism of wasteful and irresponsible NASA bureaucracy (two
stories) or the story about the interactions between an author and his agent (As you know Bob,).
This story is amusing and even funny, as it shows the rather curious effects that the agent’s
interventions have on the various drafts of the author’s stories. It might also be somewhat
autobiographic and, unfortunately, it also rings true.Other stories – such as Generation Gap or
Kyrie Eleison – show how traditions and rules can be subverted over time and become
instruments of tyranny and misrule allowing a minority to usurp power and establish a
dictatorship. One story (Section Seven) shows how a whole world can be coerced through
subversion and discrete sabotage – rather than brutal and overt force – and prevented from
seceding.Another story shows the dangers of human hubris applied to the artificial intelligence
that controls a highly advanced prototype space ship. A further story, and a rather sad one, is
told by a peace-making Ambassador from Earth and shows the impact of terrorism and civil war
on the innocent (the Bookseller of Bastet). A final story (Lady Be Good) – which is in fact the first
of the collection – is about an old and poorly maintained tramp cargo ship with a secluded
Captain and a devoted First Officer who desperately tries to keep everything together by running
increasingly dubious cargos until it rescues the survivors of a piratical attack. This is perhaps the
most classical story, and one with a happy ending, but it is also one of my favourites.This was a
great collection worth five stars with not a single “weak” story.”

Matthew K. Spencer, “Ad Astra. An interesting collection of science fiction short stories, many of
which are about moral issues rather than technical ones. There was a certain amount of
accidental humour in Amazon's e-mail inviting me to write this review:"How Many Stars Would
You Give 'Ad Astra?'"Kyrie Eleison, not the only story here about an intergalactic shipwreck,
bears an interesting relationship to Matthew 24, 45-51. Should be required reading for the
leaders of any Church or community, at any time.Section Seven should be instantly
comprehensible to anyone familiar with the bureaucracy of either NATO or the European Union,
and shows how that kind of empire will tend to inhibit innovation and progress as threats to
central authority.All of the stories are interesting, and it's a good book overall for Kindle, because
each story is a sensible length for an evening read or a train journey.Fans of the author's "Lost
Fleet" novels should note that the only rousing space battle involves the use of dope and self-
sacrifice as weapons.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great short stories by Jack Campbell. Jack Campbell does it again with
a great set of short stories. My favourite is Lady Be Good, but Kyrie Eleison is also a good book.
(Well, they all are!)Well worth the couple of quid, when you consider a standard paperback is £8
these days!”



B. Bello, “Great short story. Great short story, loved the characters and the story line, would like
to see more like this.”

The book by Tim Lautzenheiser has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 133 people have provided feedback.
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